


Against the light -
Coffee and this pen 
Waiting - always waiting 
Provocation -
A use for this paper 

Llt cigarette -
Smoke fil tering to 

The Light 
And nothing -

Evan Gallivan 
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Slipstream 

I spent three days watching the smoke 
Trail from the tip of your cigarette, 
Curl around the lampshades, along the arms 
of the sofa. Saw it slip across the smooth oak table, 
between the footMool 's clawed feet 
until it collected at the windows 
to cloud your going from my view. 
But smoke does those things: it lingers 
longer than anything else in a room. 

Tina Dubois 
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Renaming of the Stars 

Light 91'1 (Cassiopeia - lost daughter wild like purple weeds) 
Opal white, pink emotion light 
curdles in the bones of my wrists 
whilst cloudy saliva pools in throats 
of old women dancing on rusty fire escapes. 
Ll&lll.11.a (Andromeda - robot invention of the 1970's) 
A round flying saucer's luminous, yellow light 
floats above us in these ancient powder rooms 
between films in this dark, dusty, 
cheap cinema in a nonh England ocean resort. 
~ (Ara - an expression muuered whilst sleeping) 
Red and black stringy, swaying light 
shines lowly in this wet Ca\·e where 
urine drips on cobbles outside and Spanish men 
sene cold beer at tables shaky with loud 
voices many mazes from home. 
Light 611 (Telescopium - the balance between desire and trust) 
Dusty, white light diffuses grey skies 
as clicking film follows our feet-
TI1e rain chases the \Ya\'es, 
our bellies full of fish. 
Light 721 (Coma bcmice, - a trio of women dre,,,ccl in black leading one small child) 
Shining strong and cake-like in its presence-
more elegant than finely detailed wood carvings, 
more intricate than the inner workings 
of my chemistry it hands and flickers 
above unknowing minds and elevator shafts. 

Kirsten Gobi 
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The Other Night 

I'm sick to death of your bad choices -
bored with the but-I-love-him mantra, 
tired of )'OU falling for guys best left 
on Sall)' Jesse's stage. 
You must see things differently 
on these yellow-green-gold autumn nights 
when summer's all but melted and 
you cloak yourself in the monotony of 
misdirected feelings to keep warm, because 
this isn't really you. In fact, 
this is the dutiful damsel in distress you despise 
in every I lollywood film you critique. 
You're already a politician's wife, 
a shorted-out, no-vacancy smile, 
a soccer mom with Kool-Aid standing by. 
Is this just how it goes? I wonder 
as he mixes more of his favorites, 
smiles tightly at me and fills my drink too full. 
We clink glasses, here's to you and him, 
here's to the you that ,vas, and the you that now is. 
I bit the inside of my cheek when he called )'OU a bitch 
in front of us, your friends. And what a place to do it -
blue-black sky, lights like melting candy, 
everything more or less mellow except for 
the look on )'Our face, and I can't help but wonder 
why you let him swallow whole 
the entire cherry pie that \YaS you and why 
you're smiling, cleaning up the crumbs 
around his mouth, 
telling yourself it wasn't such a great recipe 
anyway. 

Becca Johnson 
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The Carving 

A man, armed with a camera and remo,ed curiosity, examines the work of 
an ancient tribe. The dull account5 of primitive rituals ring hollowly in his 
ears, as abstract as an unknown language. Yet the carving before him 
captures his soul with careful grooves and ebony element. Cool hair, 
shines from the fire of museum lights, projects from the skull with wild 
abandon: reminiscent of a barbarous headdress. The raised eyebrows, like 
clubs of war about to fell their victim, loom over the man. The eyes open 
wide, trying to relieve the deep rage that the face barely contains. The 
nose, though flat from some forgouen ceremony, flares open and assaults 
him with the power of a wounded tiger. The large lips, a grimacing frame 
for jagged teeth, are soft by the gaping jaw and taught cheeks. The frozen 
scream of absolute rage is emiued, even without the breath that 
traditionallr gives it power. The man leans forward, enchanted by the 
ancient carving, and connects to the crJftsman that created this mirror of 
the man's soul. 

Paul Stevens 



1\vilight 

Daylight shone in through the living room window, dimly lighting the 
quaint, sparsely-furnished room so that it reminded one of an empty museum 
at late afternoon, e,erything in its place. A gray-haired woman sat on a cedar 
rocking chair, her legs wrapped in a pink and green quilt. A book with a red 
cm er lay open on her lap. l~irge, tortoise-rim glasses teetered at the encl of her 
nose ready 10 fall into her lap but never doing so. Before her lay a dog, an old 
cocker spaniel with black hair, gnawing intently on a tan chew bone. 

"Caroline, have rou seen my hammer?" asked a gruff voice from the 
kitchen. 

"Lcx>k in the junk dr,1,,, George," said the woman, not looking up from 
her book. 

"I already kx>ked there," replied George, "I didn't see it." 
"Well that's where we keep it." The rattling sound of a drawer filled with 

a\sortecl l<xlse gadgets being opened broke the silence once, and then again as 
it was shut. 

"It isn't here," responded George as he entered the room. I le walked 
o,er to the window, taking in the view. The side of a neighbor's powder blue 
house st<xld ten feet away blocking anything else from sight. 

"The hammer's not there?" asked Caroline without picking her head up. 
"Well there is a hammer in that draw but it's not the one I'm looking 

for," explained George. 

"\X,hat do rou mean that's not the hammer rou're looking for?" 
'The hammer in that draw is a ball-peen hammer. I need the other kind 

so I can pull nails and stuff out." 
"Mmmhh," was her only response. 
"I wanted to finall)' get around to fixin' the shed like I promised," George 

said with a smile. 

"Oh," she answered then paused a moment, ''\Xhat's the name of the 
other kind of hammer anywar?" 

I don't know," George answered sheepish!)'. I le had hoped his previous 
statement would hare been validated by at least an approving nod from her 
but this did not happen., "It's juM called a hammer I guess." 

George looked at Caroline wrapped up in her world of words, foreign to 
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him and uninviting. He felt like he was bothering her, distracting her from what 
she would much rather be doing. He wanted her to let him enter her world. 

"Yep, I'm gonna get that shed finished for you," George began again, "I 
think I'll give Frankie a call and sec if he \\'ants ta' come over and help me out." 

"But George, Frankie's at work right now." 
"I know that. I mean I'll call him later; tonight when he gets home." 
"Fine, call him then." 
"Better yet, maybe I'll just head down to the plant and ask him in person. 

Beats waitn' and I'll get to see some of the other fellas a-; well." 
George waited for a sign indicating what Caroline thought of this, but she 

gave none. He just wished she would react to him in some way. I le wanted her 
to tell him that it was a good idea or that it was a bad idea; that he should got 
to the plant or that he should stay at home. But she did none of these things. 

George walked over to the couch opposite Caroline's rocking chair and 
sat down. I le whistled to the dog and snapped his fingers, but the clog did not 
get up for its ma.-;ter. It only looked at him but for a moment and then returned 
to chewing on the fake bone. 

George clasped his hands as if to keep them still and then looked at 
Caroline. 

"What are you reading?" he asked. She looked up at him but for an 
instant. 

"In Our Time," she said, and dropped her eyes back to the book. 
"Oh." George had never read that book which meant he could not talk 

about it intelligently \\'ith Caroline. Books had never much interested him. He 
could not understand why a person would sit reading one for hours on end. 

"It's a collection of shon stories by Ernest l lemingway." 
''Well I kne\\' that." 
George did not really know this about the book, but he had heard of 

Heming.var before. He remembered hearing once that the man killed himself 
with a shotgun because he was depressed. George wondered if that was 
because he had read too many books. 

"h's good reading," Caroline added in a finalizing tone. She did not seem 
interested in continuing the conversation. 

George rose and began to pace in front of the couch, "Yeah, I think I'll 
head down to the plant. Maybe some of the other guys will wanna help out 
also." 
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"If you want to go down to the plant, go. I'm sure they'll be happy to see 
you." 

There was a quality in her n)ice that made George feel small. Why 
couldn't she be more sympathetic to him? I le \\'anted to live but she seemed 
not to care. If she would onl)' put the lxx>k dm\ n they could do all sons of 
thrilling things. They could take trips to exotic places he had heard :ibout and 
wanted to \isit. Rome was supJXhed to be magnificent. A friend of his from the 
plant had gone there once and told him all about it. The trip sounded 
wonderful. I le promised himself back then that he would get to Rome some 
day. Now he finally had the time to take that ,wJcation. They could sec the many 
sights scattered throughout Rome: the Aqueducts, the Panhenon, the Vatican. 
All of these gre-Jt places could be riewed in one trip. All he had to do was 
convince Caroline to go, to explore the world with him. But she was not 
interested in such activities. The urge to travel had long since been exhausted. 
She did not \\'ant to go a\\'ay; she \\'as happy at home with her books written by 
dead people. She had no appetite for Rome. She was content juM sitting in her 
rocking chair, time escaping with each movement to and fro. 

"I just wish I could find that blasted hammer," complained George, 
"Marbe I left it in the basement. I'll check there first and then go sec the fellas. 
It's been a while since I talked with them." 

Caroline did not look up or sa)' anrthing. 

Ken Sigel 
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The Evocation 

And then the winds came. 
Slow at first; a mere rustle of leaves, 
Creeping its way in, and then around. 
Circles spinning greater, pulling 
Tearing upward in gushes 
That did not cease. 
Over and over again upward 
Toward the night sky. 
Ripping the leaves from its Mother, 
Attacking the trees' arms -
Again and again, but now with rain, 
Piercing all in its path; 
So violent, so painful. 
Raping the soaked and beaten grass. 
More it all came soaring through the sky, 
Pushing away from the eanh to 
The screaming Heavens above. 

Evan Gallivan 
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Pattern 

You shook my fingers from your vacant face 
as if they burnt like mother fucking flames. 

I stared and you stared - our eyes locked in place. 
Something in you changed the night that you came. 

As is our rite, I reached out to you first. 
As always, stone silence silenced my pleas. 

All at once, my anger flared, my hean burst. 
If only I were you and you were me. 

Oh, to be a boy, if just for a day. 
In girls' mouths, I'd kiss a pervasive fear. 

They would all trust in the false words I'd say, 
believing in a single, pooling tear. 

'Tis our fault girls. We allow you to stay. 
We offer up hands -you push them a\vay. 

Jessamyn I.a rrabee 
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Sunfish Drive: Islamorada, Florida 

Migrate South 

to a little niche in lslamorada 
where ,, hite is the color of choice and if you stand too close 
you will be lost in the blank 
vinyl siding of the apanment on Sunfish Drive, 
a longitude and latitude where lacquered conch shells ooze 
out of nol'elt)' shops, and Panama Jack SPF I 5 builds in layer 
after layer of sticky sheen - leaking out of 
a bottle, wedged between the cam,L\ be-Jch bag 
thrown behind the front sem of a wood paneled Oldsmobile 
as it floats past plastic palm trees and heat waves 
you along. 

Here, Rubbermaid is on sale -
discount prices at Walman through June 
aisle 7-
right between "Sex on the Beach" cologne and 
fluorescent foam flip-flops that linger in the wire 
racks above you. 

Eyes squint from behind the blue bangs of perfectly 
arranged hair and mint caps 
looking towarcb the lemon rusted rays that soak into their briHle bones -
looking for new bridge panners in 11 B. 
They will play until their swollen brown fingers can no longer shuffie the deck. 
l11ey will May until the Sunday Senior brunch specials 
run out. 

Migrate Nonh. 

Rebecca Hale 
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moody green kiss 

Kissing pavement, like your hips, knitting 
skin i~ scraped. On stagnate gravel 

blood blazes like your ere. It bled 
and wept, wry, through a tiger mask 

trap. Inside mr moody green 
box, an electric butter box, mr 

belly encompassed eleven bright 
thoughts. It was mr oily sight creeping 

over a world which wears a mask. 
Switch on your good green grace; 

take your mind from the box. 
I don't want to be constrained, 

so kiss my lips 'til they rot. 

Jessica Spissinger 
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The Church 

The church - a \·eil of lifelong swne suspends 
Upon a buttress. Old decrepit veins 
Meander lone. The spires high befriend 
The sun as gentle ~eeds would look to rain. 
The rain caresses windows round. The saints 
Appe·ar to Cl)' and grieve for humble souls. 
The noor illuminated - sapphire paint 
A Royal Blue. A ring of kings that stroll 
Along the gravestone noor. So cold yet warm. 
The silence mesmerizes those within 
But perched above the church-grotesque, deformed -
Inhuman, bc.,tial bird \\ith fangs and fin 
But frightening archnecture, cracking wall, 
Subside and disappt."Jr when in the hall. 

Alexandra ui P.Jglia 
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Fish 

Summer is slowly dying, and fall is drifting awake. Sleep is deeper, and 
dreams are heavier. You wake up, swimming out through the thick honey of 
the early morning hours. You are slowly escaping the alligator's teeth when 

your eyes open t0 face onlr walls. Sometimes you would prefer alligator teeth. 
The window is open and the air spills over you like water over rapids. 

The pieces of your dream fall off into oblivion and the smells of daily life bring 
you to the kitchen. Fish are frying on the stove and buner is melting in a pan. 

Civiliwtion has fragmented time. The pieces of each day have been cut 
and pasted omo the clock's face to conserve time. In this piece of the day you 
leave. It is always in the early morning hours that things end. TI1e weather's 
cold and the outside world is quiet; it's an appropriate time for imponant 
things to die. And it is in this hour that you leave both your sleep and your 
home. The pieces of the day fall together as you step on every second, walking 
toward a destination, which might not be a goal. 

The last piece of the day is nearly impossible to remember. Your head 
feels heavy and full of sleep. Your eyelids are syrup, slowly dripping down
wards. It is now time to detach from reality, and let time now along like a river, 
and let dreams swim in. 

Dreams and memories are the same. They exist only in the mind, where 
they are created. \Then a long time has passed and the only connection 
between then and now is the chain links of time, the memory mingles in the 
mind with dreams that have been forgotten. In the time between wake and 
sleep, these memories come back; they swim into your mind, like fish in a 
river, silent and soft and liquid. You see the bright moon, larger than the sun 
could ever be, glowing orange and illuminating the sea. Below it, the flying fish 
jump from the water with their scaled wings, liwrd arms and turn into birds 
and Oy away. A fish's memory lasts for only two seconds. The birds will never 
know what it's like to be fish and they will never swim again. 

Anna Venishnick 
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Date 

Jabbing his fingers in me like he's fishing for the last pickled egg 
in the jar by the cash register of the bar downstairs 
with that white egg slipping everywhere inside the jar 
pressing the sides diving down to the bonom by this time 

I !e's angl)' thinking 

how hard can this be? I !e's got no patience no technique just 
blind jabbing with the whole arm behind it 
certain he will gel it right if he just gabs harder 

And through the display of incompetence I am detaching my face 
my legs from my hips my hands from my wrists passing the time 

wondering why that women before me never showed him how 
wondering whether I will take up the task. 

Tina Dubois 
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"New York City" 

Skyscrapers
mounds of 

granite, iron and gla.\s 
constructing 

empt) \\ indow eyes. 

We gaze out 
but don't see 
on the corner 

someone trying to fill 
an eternity of emptiness. 

Our eyes dosed 
in the darkness 

of denying 
that an empty 

building 
could topple 

mer onw 

the next. 

But passers by 
shake their heads 

and nm 
to catch 

a departing taxi 
with too 

manr people 
alread) 

crammed in. 
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Self-Portrait, With Sister 

As the summer sun 
leaps off the green water, 
I squint at my sister. 
We sit side-by-side in little 
bathing suiL~. 
I lers, green frogs, ruffies. 
Mine, electric pink, sparkles. 
Wet, salty, sandy legs 
jut out before us, 
toes wiggle. 
Tanned, Coppertoned faces 
grin, toothless smiles. 
We laugh as white waves 
crash into perfectly created castles. 
Daddy runs out of the sea 
wanting dolphins and mermaids 
to swim with. 
Before squealing, and running 
into the water, 
Mommy puts us on film. 

Elizabeth Lincoln 
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Myself Through Filter 

Your hand on my breast 
my ear in your mouth 
this elevator reflection 

fits like time. 

My head in my hands 
your hands in my stomach 
this montage of touching 

looks like old film. 

This drinking glass reflection 
skims my lips, 

pixels still clear. 
I watch the mirror image of myself 

in black and white on paper and light. 

Kirsten Gobi 
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Like That 

'The fags marched on \fa,hington today," my father said, poking a finger 
into his coffee to teM the warmth and nipping the page of the evening paper 
with an idleness that terrified me. \Xlhat he had just said confirmed two things: 
my suspicions alxmt myself and about him. 

There's plenty of stereotypes out there - we're all supposed to have an 
innate fashion sense, secretly wish we were women and s1x.>ak with that 
trademark over1,ealous lisp (one that my more tiresome classmates loved to 

imitate), but I ne,er really bought into any of them; they're just too easy. So I 
may not fit into the social!) accepted pigeonhole but, on some level, I've always 
known the truth alxiut myself. It may sound simple, but I've never really been 
all that crazy about girls. For a,,hile I thought it was just their giggly paranoia 
that you were trying to catch an eyeful underneath the sec.,aw, but there was 
more to it than that. And it ,,,isn't that l didn't like girls in general; I just didn't 
re-ally see how you could like one so much that you could make an ass of 
yourself mer her. l didn't undmtand whr Carla Jenkins, the captain of the 
cheerleading squad in junior high, got to kiss Adam I lallston behind the 
bleachers during half-time when all ! got from him was the occasional kick to 
the gut. And when Sarah Mets from my high school European history class 
wrote me a love lener sme-.ired with strawberry lip gloss and drugstore 
perfume, preny much all ! could think to do \va'i make fun of her, laugh it over 
with my friends. 

"Uke I'd ever go out with her, you know?" 
"Yeah," they said, feeding into me, "like anyone would." 
And l would have loved to ha1e gone out with Sarah. I would have !med 

to have held hands with her in the hallwa) and have taken her to the movies 
and soccer games and txmght her pepperoni pia.a afterwards. l would have 
loved to have brought her home to meet m)' family and said, "this is my 
girlfriend, Sarah," and, after she left, my older brother would hand me a box of 
condoms and my mother would tell me what color corsage I should buy her for 
prom night and then I'd go to sleep and the thought of her would gin: me that 
adolescent heart murmur that lets you know you \e fallen hard. l felt like it 
should be so simple. Sbe's pref~)', yeab, sbe's definite()' rnte. 71Jere's 11otbi11g 
wro11g witb ber. Just touch ber bair. Just II)' to like her a little more. And 
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then I told myself she just must not be the one for me. These things happen, 
right? The chemisuy's not always there. I think I always knew it was something 
bigger than that, but it wasn '1 until my father was reading the paper that night 
that my own silence started to scream. 

"This is what happens when you let your son play softball," he chuckled. 
"Fergodsake, as if we don't have bet1er things to do than listen to a bunch of 
queers yell about equal rights." 

I didn't know what 10 say. I almost wished he could look at me and just 
know. A perfect ending to a tumultuous afterschool special - he'd glance up 
from the paper, there would be a quiet undmtanding, we'd move in for the 
touching father-son hug and roll credits. But he wasn't looking at me. And 
where are the words when rou need them, anyway? So far as I know, I !all mark 
hasn't come out with just the right "love ra, Dad, but let's hope you didn't have 
your heart set on grandkids" card as of yet. I le kept talking about how it would 
just take the right girl to straighten those bors out. A nice, pret1y, good
natured girl, someone like Sarah Mets and didn't I sort of have a thing for her? 

Not really. 
"I said, don't you kinda like that girl, Kev?" 
There's my opening, got1a take it, never gonna get a chance like this 

again, do11 '1/oseyoumen,edo11'1/oseyo11mer -
"Not really, Dad." 
"Not really?" I le finally looked up at me. "Come on, Kev. You'd better 

snatch her up. The preuy ones don't wait around." 
"Sarah's nice. But I don't like her like that." 
One day in third grade a slab of green construction paper ended up on 

my desk, demanding to know if I liked Elizabeth, Jenny or Samantha better. 
Listed below the question and scrawled in Magic Marker were the girls' names, 
one of which I was apparently obligated 10 choose. And what was I supposed 
to do - write in "none of the above" and pass it on? I ended up circling the 
first name, and Elizabeth followed me around at recess for a week, while the 
other two retreated indignantly 10 the swing-se1. "You're nice," I finally had to 

tell Eli1,abeth, "but I don't like rou like tha1." I lost a lot of female friends that 
way, because I didn't like any of them ''like that." I guess no one picked up on 
my consistency. TI1ey would call me stuck-up and kick dirt at me and the 
whole time, with every girl, I would wish that I cared more. 

"You don't like her like that?'' he reix->ated. "Christ, what're you waiting 
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for? Princess Charrning's not gonna jump off the cover of the Sports lllustrated 
swimsuit issue and sweep you off into the sunset, y'know." 

"I just don't like her. Or anyone." 
Every time we played Spin the Bottle, I wished there would be one girl 

whose shy, squishy kiss would make me feel my heartbeat in my fingertips, or 
at least make me appreciate something other than the challenge of trying to 
unhook the rubber bands on her braces. But it didn't happen. And when John 
Drake's spin landed on me that time, it was John, not me, who reminded 
everyone, through fits of laughter, that boys can only kiss girls. I thought this 
was true for awhile. 

"You've got to like someone, Kev. You're eighteen years old, and you're 
lying through your teeth if you try and tell me there isn't someone." 

I find myself whirling through a mental itinerary of the girls I know, 
trying, for the last time, to think of one that I could maybe, possibly talk myself 
into. 7bere's nothing wrong with this one, or that one, or the one over there. 
Just'')' to like ber a /iule more, because - because this is my last chance. 
Once I admit it to him - shit, once I've done that, might as well rent a billboard 
in Times Square. But you can't talk yourself out of who you are, right? Yeah, 
so what the hell, final destination is in sight, hang on to your valuables, please 
place chairs in their upright positions and prepare for-

"Funny you should, uh, bring it up, Dad ... " 
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Highway ltlirage 

Life in the fast lane, 
Feel the centrifuge pull at you 
A'i you coast down the highway 
At a cool 78 m.p.h., 

Can see all the glowing red lights 
A5 the gasoline guzzling beasts 
Fly in their insane convoys, 
A deadlr ballet changing lanes, 

Evel)·one rushing here and there, 
As they ll)' to tighten their grips 
More instants slip from their fingers, 
Getling swept downstream in time's currents. 

Christian Reade 
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Almost 

.. 

Was that little dead piece of you muscular or skeletal? 

Because there is a difference 
between muscles and bones. 
One is expendable. 
One bleeds 
out between legs 
dying 
thighs with little red clots 
of would-be life. 
Beautiful, almost life 
swirling, deluding 
in toilet water. 

Expendable muscles hun more when tom. 

Jessica Benjamin 
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the jar of milk 
the crow against the winter sky 
the dull ink dressing the page 
death is but a contrast with light 

Anna Venishnick 
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Savor 

If he's an angel, then I'm the last dead pirate flying blank sails of verse over 
oceans of God-like lusts. \Xlhen he's over me, I'm looking up and he's looking 
up. So our eyes never meet. Our engines, my power, his wind. I le is mr last 
friend. I le is mr absolute enemr, sworn to see mr demise and mr sa1ior in 
solitude. Where I am n011. If I were now. 

Yesterday he stole my perfumed money. Yesterday he stole my eyes. Yester
day he took nothing of what he hadn't taken the dar before, and the dar 
before, and of what he won't take tomorro11. It is morning. It is reel hot and 
mistr in the room. It is the stink of mr bod)'. That is what he takes tocla)'. 
Tomorrow there is no reel-hot mist, and no thorns or prickly cones, those 
killing bushes that rub mr cheeks and thighs. Drink is gone and food is past. 
My breakfast is al ire, a pepper with angel-dust. Cooked on a cackling bonfire in 
his windy field. 

Matt Herrick 
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Camera 

1 side with the apenure and let light in. You 
revie\\ the time 1t tak~ to snap shut a shutter. 
o you do what you can - used to closing two 

legs. &.>t-ause you're super strong rou call me a slut. 
And like some painted chant, he'll take a photo now 
fumbling bone cold nuts and screws. Then look 
me up and clown; an object and 1 need him now 
to scrape through 111)' head of texts and books. 
But you rhyme or Cl'Cn sec me cclehmte 
your composuion. o, 1 undercut your lush clrc-Jms. 
Dismembered, I dangle inside anistic technology. 1 hate 
your symmetry 1 want mclcxl} but you rip out my seams 
foe my moment of motion until it appears 
as black and white as your thoughts arc de-Jr. 

Jessica pissinger 
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Toe Killing Squads 

(Based 011 a photograph of the Nazi Killing Squads of WWII. It depicts a 11u111 

kneeling before a pit of bodies cis a Nazi soldier hold~ a g1111 to bis bead 
ubile a crowd u·atcbes. The photograpb is located i11 the I lolocaust J111se11111 i11 
\Vasbi11gto11 DC) 

I can feel the cool metal 
Pre.-;sing, pushing, digging 
Nudging m)' fear 
Deeper into me. 

Their hc-avy shadows loom. 
A blurred, dark mass of hate. 
Of wool and blcxx.ly arm-bands 
That watch with hlood lust. 

My palms sweat into the 
Woolen, torn coat I clutch 
To my body like a child. 
ljke the son I left behind. 

The dirt and stones dig 
Through the thin fabric of my pants 
As I turn my head 
So I can't see the bodies. 

The tangled mru.s of 
Filthy limbs and dried blood. 
My eyes shift to see my executioner 
With a nameless, morbid need. 

My throat chokes 
On the bitterne.-;s of their hate. 
The sweet stench of their prejudice 
That seeps into your blood and your brain. 
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It has twisted so many. 
Turned them against us 
With its addictive perfume. 
A drug that makes everything decent again. 

I hear a click behind me. 
My eyes close. 
I fight the treasonous thoughts 
That threaten to fill my heart . 

Thoughts of regret for my faith 
Thoughts to hate my world 
To hate myself 
To hate my Gcxl. 

Because they arc "wrong" 
And they are "indecent." 
They are not what is pure. 
What is perfect. 

They have made 
My nose the wrong shape. 
My eyes the incorrect shade. 
So I am not human, not Aryan. 

Yet I struggle to hold together the shredded pieces 
They have made of me. 
TI1e holes they have shot through my beliefs. 
In my being. In my life. 

In images like shattered glass 
I see the symbols that light my way burn. 
A star, a book, a building to them. 
To me the gifts that led us. 



And I reach out toward them. 
I cry out desperately in my mind 
As they raise their axes 
And strike the last match. 

But my screams are silence 
To their censored ears 
And they echo in I heir hollow chests. 
In frustration I clutch deeper into my coat 

And I feel something 
A ragged edge of fabric that brushes against 
My worn fingers and I grip it. 
I lold it tight until my knuckles ache. 

The faded yellow brand they gave us. 
Our own, used to mark us inhuman, 
To gi\'e us shame. 
But I clutch it now. 

Even as I hear the expectant silence, 
I grip it and pull it into me 
Like armor, like an immonal elixir 
That I bury myself in before the world explodes. 

Ashley Gilleland 
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Fading 

I le never takes anything as seriously as this. 
Except maybe for the auempt to quit drinking, 

but now he sits across from you with a 
l lighball and you can only express concern under light sarcasm. 

Time always finds ways to get itself between you. 

I le spends too much time checking his pulse, 
and tells you that it's gelling better all the time. 

He tells you that and Mill every time you see him 
l le's gelling thinner. 
No, not thinner, lighter. 

Routine takes over his life 
and his face. 

A dark suit doesn't make him any more recogni;,.able. 
To you he's only blending. Fading. 
The skin on his fingers falls off. 
The curve of bone glows hot until you can't see at all anymore. 

You remember the feel of his embrace 
More clearly than that smile he has that replaced the one 
You love. 
You hold onto this when that is all that 's left. 
With dull, clenched fists. 

When the light is gone and all that's left is a 
Sketch of what you thought was there. 
TI1at and some ice cubes melting shapelessly against the walls of a 

bar glass. 
They once had a form of their own. You remember that. 

Morgan Melchiore 
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Little Explosions 

You anxiouslr brush your hands against your thighs, shift your weight 
from one foot to the Olher. Check rour earplugs, pushing the squishy, orange 
stuff further into your ear canal. Pray you can read lips. Everything is darker 
with your sunglasses on and the sky a depressing gray. You prar you can hear. 

Confidently smiling, he approaches, leaving the other two guys behind. 
Return a weaker, shy smile. He starts to tell you how to do it, but in a panic you 
realize you can't understand his exaggerated lip movements. Watch his hands 
closely. Deep breathe and you take the .45 into your hands, pointing it down 
towards the ground, holding it away from your body. This is not you. A guilty 
feeling rising up your stomach as though you've done something immoral. The 
metal burns into your skin with the awkwardness of death. 

Shaking, almost drop it and the three of them rush towards you. 
Surrounding you, they take turns settling you. The one you don't care about 
locks your elbows, charades how to lean into the kick back and shows you how 
to line up the sight. I le likes touching your arms and face. Another, who 
should, just rubs your back, reassuring. He never gets involved with things like 
this. Things that are detrimental to you. And the one standing behind you, 
who shouldn't, places his hands on your hips, sliding them down your legs. 
Your body shudders involuntarily. Leaning too close to your ear he whispers. 
You're surprised to hear him. 

"You can do this. It's all one motion. The gun takes care of the bullet. 
Lean back into your hips, extend your arms, pull the trigger and let it go. Feel 
the bullet leaving the chamber and explode out into the air. Follow it to the 
target and watch the paper rip. Empty your mind and feel it." 

They back away, out of your space and range. Pointing the gun towards 
the target you look back at them. They wait. Heart racing, forget everything 
just learned and shoot. Barely hearing the noise, see the side of the sand pit 
smoking. He rushes forward, puts the safety on and touches your hips again, 
showing you to sit into the fired shot. Try again and again and a third time. Feel 
bad for wasting the bullets. Almost cry because you really are scared and want 
to be somewhere safe. I le takes the gun and unloads it. Hands it back to you 
with instructions to just pull the trigger. He sees the terror in your eyes and he 
reassuringly nods at you. 
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Still scared but not of the gun. Reloading it, he watches you and you 
watch how his hands move over the .45. He steps away and you shudder. 
Look out at the sand pit, raise the gun and shoot five times. You new through 
the air five times. You were free five times with power and destruction. 

Jessirn Benjamin 
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Last Visit 

An hour's time, the sweet pull of the highway, 
culminating a five day wait until 
he arrives. OIT the exit n1mp, I say
My dear, what you cannot travel I will. 

I will reintroduce my~elf through time 
and the distance that he placed between us. 
Inverting our affection into a fine 
friendship that crawls into a slow turtle's pace. 

Then we will pull platonics too tightly, 
like a drum to resonate dy~function. 
lie \\ill touch down from the highway, light!)', 
a soft beat to become a new person. 

Reinvention at my expense - he plays -
and l know which heart we will want to fill. 

Mcgann Prescott 
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Reasons for Leaving 

You will argue that morning. You will argue over breakfast and you will 
focus on the crumbs that sift ofT of your toast, as he moves around the kitchen, 
sliding into corners and opening cabinets with more force than usual. As he 
cra.\hes, you will feel Atlantic air seep into your skin sweeping in from the bay 
window. You will argue over whether it is easier to leave or be left and reach no 
conclusion. 

Your find freedom in sleep, and the night before you leave, you \\ ill 
dream of Arizona -- of places waiting for you to arrive. You will dream of soil 
and clay and eanh. You will dream of your grandmother standing on her porch 
in Tucson, the smooth Oat scone of her house rising behind her and haloing 
her pale translucence. 

You will dream of driving, her long false eyelashes in your rear view 
mirror waving you along as the thrum of your tires over the smooth pavement 
makes you spin. You will stop at a truck stop 40 miles outside of Phoenix and 
chat with the waitress whose name is printed in small hard leuers and pinned 
to her checked blouse. You will make small talk about the weather as she dips 
into deep buckets of conversation, collected like rainwater from the travelers 
passing through. You will smell the grease that billows up from the tiny kitchen 
in the back and leaves a slick brown layer on the tiles that were once white. You 
will forget your map on the seat of the red booth that stuck to your thighs, 
urging you to stay for once. 

You will dream of the straightness of the road and thank it for its 
singularity of purpose. You will drive for miles, watching the edges of the 
pavement as red soil drifts across and blurs edges. You will dream of heat on 
your face and the din caked beneath your nails. 

You will dream of the smell of the sheets in the hotel where you stop to 
sleep on Rte. 46 just nonh of the 'ew Mexico border. You are not tired and 
you will lie awake in your bed staring up at the ceiling as your limbs press 
against the clean, hard bed. You will reacquaint yourself with sleeping alone. 
You will remember how your body feels against the cloth and the only 
breathing you will know is your own. You will remember how he breathes as he 
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sleeps·· his pace and rhythm when his eyes drop. You will remember uying to 

match his rise and fall. 
You will wake, back beside him, as the salt air of home slides across your 

face. You will stare towards your bedroom ceiling thinking of how your mouth 
feels againM his skin . You will tum away because you know all of this alone and 
that will be enough. You will remember the taste of his breath and the curves 
of his fingers as he clumsily unbuttons your shirt. You know all of this alone. 

You will argue in the morning. You will argue over breakfast and you will 
focus on the crumbs that sift olT of your toast as he moves around the kitchen, 
sliding into corners and opening cabinets with more force than usual. You will 
argue over whether it is easier to leave or be left and without reaching any 
conclusion you will pack while he is still downstairs making breakfast. You will 
think of your straight Arizona roads and the red earth that will crunch beneath 
your tires as you drive. I !is words will float by you and you will open your 
mouth LO respond. Uncensored. Unguarded. You will have nothing left to say. 
You will have so much LO remember. 

Rebecca I !ale 
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Ars Poetlca 

In Lhis realm of quieL 
ghoMs of trees and taciLUrn words 
surround you, 
light you on fire 
with miracles of energy and lighL 
focused and funneled through 
black ink onto the page 
until you can stand it no longer 
and the universe explodes into 
poem. 

Meredith Tracy 
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